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ABSTRACT
In order to support decision making in e-commerce domain, recommender system has attractive features such as collaborative filtering and personal log based filtering for products/services. As experimental study, this paper compares these filtering for hotel room selection. Differently from commodity items, products/services as hotel rooms have three features: many attributes, multiformity and high-frequency update. Noting that we cannot use explicit rating data assigned by users, this paper describes how to derive implicit rating from sales records. Numerical simulation shows how accuracy between two filtering exists, where our case data consist of 10,000 users, 400,000 personal log and 160,000 room plans.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, an intelligent agent works to help user selection in e-commerce domain. It often recommends the preferable goods/services [1]. Collaborative filtering is one of the representative techniques for the domain and is applied to recommend the several items such as CD and books [2][3].

At the same time, TPO (means Time, Place, and Occasion)-goods such as hotel rooms and airline tickets exist as another commodity items [4][5]. For TPO-goods, we have developed the technique called log based filtering [5]. While collaborative filtering has been proved useful for non-TPO-goods [6][7], its applicability to TPO-goods has not been known yet.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of collaborative filtering to TPO-goods with simulation, this paper compares it to that of log based filtering. In this simulation, we use actual hotel room data.

The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the features of TPO-goods and discusses the issue including explicit rating and implicit rating to predict user’s preference. Section 3 describes the log based filtering and collaborative filtering, where we also present F-measure algorithm by similarity calculation. Section 4 shows the simulations of log based filtering and collaborative filtering. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper.

2. ISSUES FOR RATING USER’S PREFERENCE ON TPO-GOODS

2.1 Features of TPO-goods
Attributes in TPO-goods such as hotel and airline ticket are sensitive to external factors [4][5]. The factors represent season, location and event related goods although we may list several factors.

TPO-goods have the three features which depend on the external factors: The first feature is that the number of attribute is high. For example, if we reserve a hotel room, we should check not only rate but also distance from mass transit, room size, service and so on. The second feature is multiformity derived from several combinations of the attributes. The last feature is that the external factors force to update attributes of TPO-goods, which is the most remarkable point.

2.2 Consideration of recommender system
In order to recommend goods/services, an information filtering system, called recommender system, should rate user’s preference. Generally, there are two kinds of rating method: explicit rating and implicit rating [5]. The former is consciously rated by users in form of description as like semantic differential methods used on GroupLens [3]. The latter is not expressed by users but is recorded in database as log. Web visiting log and sales record are typical examples.
Because rates for TPO-goods are often time-variant, its recommender system should use the implicit rating. An explicit rating for goods at one TPO is not the same as for the same goods at different TPO. For an example, a rate for resort hotel at on season cannot be the same value at off season.

Therefore, we prefer implicit rating to explicit rating for recommender system for TPO-goods. Then let us discuss how to use the personal sales records which is the typical implicit data for recommender system.

3. RECOMMENDER SYSTEM FOR TPO-GOODS

There are two typical types in recommender system: content-based filtering and collaborative filtering where our log based filtering relates to content-based filtering.

3.1. Personal Log based filtering

Personal log based filtering (or log based filtering) is developed as recommender system for TPO-goods [5]. This underling concept is borrowed from content-based filtering [7][8] and log based filtering makes recommendation based on user profile derived from transaction log such as personal sales records.

In order to create user’s profile, sales records work statistics analysis. Then the patterns resulted from the analysis is expressed as distribution. Let us call this distribution preference distribution and the value on it preference value. Then it is possible to predict the preference of items by referring to the preference distribution whether the attribute value is recorded or not. In this paper, the preference value of the attribute \( j \) on item \( x \) is defined as \( p_j(x) \) whose range is from 0 to 1. At the case \( p_j(x) = 1 \), the value of attribute on \( x \) is regarded as most preferable.

Creating user profile, this recommender system maps the goods catalog into the preference distribution. The system makes recommendation from the preference distribution by three search patterns: high-angle search, low-angle search, and neighbor search (Figure 2). The first pattern, high-angle search, searches items from the most preferable area for user. The second pattern, low-angle search, makes recommendation by searching items from the selected goods to the preferable area and the third pattern, neighbor search, finds the items around the selected goods without preference distribution.

3.2. Collaborative filtering

Collaborative filtering [2][3][6] exists as a concept against content-based filtering. The basic premise of collaborative filtering is that similar users might like similar things. Therefore, this filtering makes recommendation based on rating by other users.

The basic processes of collaborative filtering consists of following steps:

1. To identify the similar users on their preference,
2. To recommend items which thet preferred.

Especially, the first step is important among above steps because of the basic premise. The method used on GroupLens is the representative example called correlation algorithm. In GroupLens, user rates the articles by 5 level, then the system identifies the similarity user based on Peason correlation [10] using the rating. However, correlation algorithm depends on
explicit rating and is not appropriate for TPO-goods.

Here, we show sales records into Venn diagrams. Venn diagrams shows correlation of two sets by the degree of intersection, where the set shows the sales records and the intersection shows items set which users bought in common. As is obvious, the intersection tends to expand according to buying the same items (see Figure 4), and we can regard the correlation as the similarity because the tendency is similar to that of similarity.

F-measure [11], which is used for the measurement of retrieval performance, has the same tendency of the correlation in Venn diagram. Therefore, we can measure the similarity of users by regarding sales records as document set. F-measure is calculated by the harmonic mean between recall and precision which are also the measurement. When we define the recall and precision as formula (1), F-measure is shown as formula (2)

\[
R = \frac{|I_a \cap I_b|}{|I_a|}, \quad P = \frac{|I_a \cap I_b|}{|I_b|} \quad (1)
\]

\[
F = \frac{(1+\beta^2)RP}{\beta^2R + P} \quad (2)
\]

where \(R\) and \(P\) shows recall and precision, \(|I|\) shows the element number of set \(I\), and \(I_a\) and \(I_b\) are the set of rating (that is, sales record) by user \(a\) and user \(b\). \(\beta\) has more than zero, which shows importance degree of recall compared with precision. Incidentally, the recall for user \(a\) is regarded as the precision for user \(b\), that is, the relation between \(R\) and \(P\) is symmetric relation, and the importance of recall is able to regard as equal to that of precision. Therefore, we set \(\beta\) to 1 and the formula (1) is transformed into the following simpler formula:

\[
sim(a,b) = F - \text{measure}_{\beta=1} = \frac{2RP}{R + P} \quad (3)
\]

4. SIMULATION

4.1. Simulation environment

The goal of simulation is to compare log based filtering with collaborative filtering. In the simulation, we use the actual data of business hotel provided by BestReserve Co., Ltd [12] who serves internet based business hotel room reservation. We use the data which consists of about 10,000 users who have reserved more than 25 times between July/2000 and April/2004, their 400,000 sales records, and 160,000 room plans in stored database.

As criteria, we use the following parameters because they are the most highlight when user makes reservation in the web page: price, room size, distance from mass transit, and breakfast service.

At first, using these data, we carry out the simulation of log based filtering where we use three patterns high-angle search, low-angle search, and neighbor search. Here, the selected goods for recommendation are generated by changing the sales records. Next, we carry out the simulation of collaborative filtering. Note that it must take account of the variation of attributes by TPO. In log based filtering, the agent retrievals items based on individual preference and recommends preferable goods although the attributes on items changes frequently. However, in collaborative filtering, the recommended items are not changed because collaborative filtering depends on the items which are bought and evaluated by other person in spite of changing the attributes.

Consequently, we assume three cases: on season, off-season, and the other season. And as corresponding to each case, we configure the three price patterns: the case of highest price, the case of lowest case, and the case of average price. Figure 5 shows the simulation flow of collaborative filtering.
Additionally, we use goods fitness value for criteria. Goods fitness is evaluated value based on the preference extracted sales records and is shown as formula (4)

\[
(goods\_fitness) = \sum_{j\in K} p_j(x)
\]

(4)

where \( K \) is the set of attributes. In this simulation, the maximal value is 4 because the number of attribute is 4.

### 4.2 Simulation Result

The simulation results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. In the figures, the horizontal axis expresses the number of sales records, and the vertical axis expresses the average of goods fitness.

As the result, the accuracies of high-angle search and low-angle search is 3–3.5 as shown in Figure 6. The accuracy on the case of average price also is almost equal to them as shown in Figure 7. In the other hands, the accuracies of the other cases is lower than above cases. We can guess the reason as follows:

- In neighbor search, the preference distributions is not used as we mentioned at above section. The affection leads to low fitness value.
- In the two cases of collaborative filtering, not only price but also other services such as breakfast service are changed, and each of them counteracts each other. As the result, the recommended goods become to undesirable for users (Figure 8).

### 5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have carried out the comparison simulation between personal log based filtering and collaborative filtering targeting hotel room selection and have checked the accuracy.
Differently from commodity items, TPO-goods as hotel rooms have three features: many attributes, multiformity and high-frequency update and we have shown that we could not use explicit rating data assigned by users for recommender system.

The numerical simulation has shown that the accuracy of log based filtering except neighbor search kept high performance, and the accuracy of collaborative filtering was lower than them and changed by TPO. Therefore, we have found that personal log based filtering is more appropriate for the hotel room selection than collaborative filtering in this case study.
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